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Measurements of Penning-Malmberg trap patch potentials and associated performance degradation
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Antiprotons created by laser ionization of antihydrogen are observed to rapidly escape the ALPHA trap.
Further, positron plasmas heat more quickly after the trap is illuminated by laser light for several hours. These
phenomena can be caused by patch potentials—variations in the electrical potential along metal surfaces. A
simple model of the effects of patch potentials explains the particle loss, and an experimental technique using
trapped electrons is developed for measuring the electric field produced by the patch potentials. The model is
validated by controlled experiments and simulations.
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Due to surface contamination, grain boundaries, etc., the
surfaces of metals are not generally perfect equipotentials
[1–8]. The resulting forces between macroscopic objects
pose challenges to measurements on free-falling test masses
in satellites [9–11], and to measurements of the Casimir
force [12–16]. The forces due to patch potentials on charged
particles are a significant source of error in the measure-
ment of those particles’ acceleration due to gravity [17–19].
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Additionally, these forces have been shown to move trapped
ions off center in Paul traps [7,20] and to adversely affect
measurements in Penning traps [18,21,22]. Here we introduce
a technique to measure the electric field due to patch potentials
in a cryogenic Penning-Malmberg trap; we find that lasers
can change patch potentials, but only while the trap remains
cold. We show that patch potentials influence both the orbits
of antiprotons and the temperatures of positron plasmas.

The ALPHA experiment produces trapped antihydrogen by
mixing positron and antiproton nonneutral plasmas in the cen-
ter of a combined magnetic minimum and Penning-Malmberg
trap [23–25]. The plasmas are axially confined and controlled
by manipulating the potentials on cylindrical electrodes and
radially confined by an external solenoid which creates a
constant B = 1 T axial magnetic field (see Fig. 1).

In the course of a spectroscopy experiment [26,27], laser
ionization of trapped antihydrogen atoms leaves antiprotons
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FIG. 1. The ALPHA-2 Penning-Malmberg trap. On the right is the microchannel plate (MCP)/phosphor screen/CCD camera detector.
The electrodes are to scale, but the sizes of the electron reservoir and test electron cloud have been exaggerated, and the MCP is further away
than depicted. Red triangles show the locations where the data for Figs. 4 and 7 were taken.

with a recoil energy of O(1 meV). Simulations of antiproton
trajectories in the trap, including all reasonable magnetic field
errors, showed that antiprotons should be confined in potential
wells resulting from voltage offsets on the electrode amplifiers
[O(10 mV)]. However, we know from a surrounding silicon
vertex detector that these antiprotons hit the trap wall and
annihilate [27]. Further, this happens quickly; the detector
signals become consistent with the cosmic ray background
within 40 ms. This agrees with the behavior of antiproton plas-
mas in similar fields, which annihilate in a time T ≈ 20 ms.
In deeper potential wells [O(10 V)], the antiprotons remain
confined for hours [28,29].

Here, we consider whether patch potentials combined with
shallow electrostatic wells could explain the antiproton loss.
We postulate that the lowest order term (in r) which satisfies
the Laplace equation but cannot be generated by the sym-
metric electrodes is �P(r, θ, z) = εr cos(θ ), where ε is the
transverse electric field magnitude. If the resulting field is
stronger than the trapping potential, antiprotons will E × B
drift to the trap wall (radius Rw = 2.2 cm) and annihilate.
A patch field of ε = BRw/T = O(10 mV/cm) is compatible
with the measured annihilation time.

This field is consistent with Refs. [17,30], which find
centimeter-scale potential variations along metallic surfaces
of order 1–100 mV depending on the metal, coating, and
cleaning method. Our gold-plated aluminum electrodes are
cleaned in an acetone ultrasonic bath followed by an ethanol
one. Previous authors have reported improved patch potentials
after gold plating [31,32], and significant improvements are
reported from colloidal graphite coating [30,31]. However,
later we will speculate that a component of our patch fields
is due to charges resting on cryopumped gas; there is no
guarantee that any of these methods can prevent this kind of
patch potential.

For small (r, z), the trapping potential for antiprotons
can be approximated by �T(r, θ, z) = −k2(z2 − r2/2) + · · · ,
where k2 is the trap depth constant. The associated radial
electric field will cause an off-axis charged particle to E × B
drift in a circular “magnetron” orbit of angular frequency
ωr ≈ −k2/B centered around the trap axis. With a patch field,
the orbit center will be displaced [33–35] from the trap axis by
a distance δ = ε/k2 [36]. When δ � Rw, this approximation
is accurate because the scale factor suppressing higher order
terms in �T and �P is Rw, even if the sizes of potential
variations on the trap wall are smaller. When an antiproton
nears the trap wall, this model is only an order of magnitude
estimate. In ALPHA’s laser experiments, the 1/k2 values cre-
ated by the voltage offsets are O(1 cm2/mV), so δ would be
equal to the trap wall radius for ε of order 2 mV/cm.

To illustrate the loss process and to inform our experi-
mental strategy, we simulated the motion of antiprotons in a
realistic trapping potential calculated from the trap electrodes
and a patch potential created by long strips (10 cm) of positive
and negative voltage perturbations on the top and bottom of
the trap, respectively (see Fig. 2). The simulation starts with a
large k2 so that the trap is deep and the antiproton is released
from the center with 1 meV of kinetic energy. The parameter
k2 is then reduced adiabatically. The antiproton executes a
small magnetron orbit, which moves off axis as k2 decreases.
The antiproton also oscillates axially; the range of this motion
is small compared to Rw, so the trapping potential is approxi-
mately harmonic in z. Figure 2 plots the resulting magnetron
center as a function of 1/k2.

For sufficiently shallow trapping potentials, the magnetron
center departs from the simplistic value δ = ε/k2 because both
the trapping and patch potentials deviate from their leading
order estimates. An antiproton’s E × B motion in the trans-
verse plane causes it to orbit a potential energy maximum
[33,37] and to move toward negatively charged patches. These
transverse maxima are plotted in Fig. 2, and they agree with
the simulation. For this particular combination of trapping
and patch potentials, the maximum vanishes after the an-
tiproton is pushed to 0.52Rw, and the antiproton is no longer
confined.

In the laser experiments, k2 is held constant, not decreased
as in the simulation. Nonetheless, an antiproton created and
released from near the trap center will orbit its magnetron
center [34,35], and will hit the wall if the center is sufficiently

FIG. 2. Antiproton magnetron center displacements δ as a func-
tion of the inverse well constant 1/k2 found by trajectory simulations
(dashed red line) and linear theory (black line). The patch field ε is
10 mV/cm. The blue plus (+) symbols show the radial positions of
the (r, θ ) potential energy maxima. The inset cartoon of a trap cross
section illustrates an antiproton’s E × B motion at fixed k2 showing
how δ is defined. The red and blue (top and bottom) arcs represent
positive and negative voltage perturbations respectively.
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far from the trap axis. Thus, an antiproton will hit the wall
when 1/k2 is of order 1 cm2/mV and ε = 10 mV/cm; the
resulting linear estimate puts the magnetron center beyond the
trap wall.

Simply calculating that a small patch field could cause
antiproton loss does not establish that patch fields are ac-
tually present and the source of this loss. Consequently, we
developed an experimental technique using electron plasmas
to measure the magnitude of patch fields ε. In brief, we vary
the trap depth constant k2 and measure how far charges move
off axis. In more detail, the SDREVC (strong drive regime
evaporative cooling) plasma stabilization technique [38] is
used to prepare an electron plasma “reservoir” of ∼20 mil-
lion electrons. Next, the electrode potentials are manipulated
to sequentially extract small “test” electron clouds of ∼10
thousand electrons and radius ∼0.1 mm [39–41]. The clouds
are then moved axially to a desired measurement location,
where they are confined in the center of an electrode by
applying a positive voltage to that electrode and grounding
the surrounding ones. These manipulations leave them with an
unavoidable magnetron orbit of radius ∼0.3 mm. The clouds
have a temperature of O(300 K). A grid based numerical
equilibrium solver [42–44] finds that their diameter is between
one and five Debye lengths, and their length ranges between
40 and 100 Debye lengths as the trap depth is varied, so the
clouds do not exhibit complete Debye shielding. As a cloud is
moved through the trap, it remains cohesive because its charge
produces an internal electric field that induces a rotation at
frequency O(200 kHz) [45,46]. This electric field does not
influence the bulk movement of the cloud, because an object
cannot exert a net force on itself.

Next, we make the potential well shallower by decreasing
the voltage on the confining electrode, thereby decreasing k2

to a minimum value that we will define as k2m. This process
leaves the cloud in a magnetron orbit centered around the
off-axis position δ = ε/k2m. If k2 is changed slowly, the area
of the magnetron orbit will be adiabatically conserved [47,48]
and remain small. An adiabatic change requires that dδ/dt be
much smaller than the E × B drift velocity. This drift velocity
changes by several orders of magnitude as the electrode volt-
age is decreased from 70 V to 0.1–2 V. The adiabatic error is
suppressed by using a twice differentiable, slowly changing
function to vary k2 [48–51].

After k2 is decreased to k2m, we restore k2 to its original
value quickly enough that the cloud does not significantly
move. Since k2 is now much larger than k2m, the new orbital
center is the trap axis, so the cloud is left in a large magnetron
orbit with approximate radius ε/k2m, but with a random vari-
ation �r proportional to the radius of the initial magnetron
orbit. We then wait 0.1 s during which the clouds complete a
few thousand of these large orbits.

After this, we determine each cloud’s location by releasing
it toward the MCP detector (see Fig. 1). As the electrons move
to the MCP, they follow magnetic field lines, which diverge by
a factor of RB ≈ 10, because the magnetic field at the MCP
is about 1/100 that of the trap interior. The cloud centers are
recorded in plots like Fig. 3. For identical electrode manipu-
lations, the initial variations in the magnetron radii for each
cloud cause variations in the total azimuthal angle subtended
by magnetron motion θs, so together the cloud centers trace

FIG. 3. Each dot represents the center of a cloud seen on the
MCP after (a) a nonadiabatic and (b) an adiabatic decrease of k2 to
k2m. The colors indicate the value of k2m used for each cloud: 2.0κ

(blue), 1.2κ (red), 1.0κ (green), 0.7κ (cyan), 0.5κ (orange), and 0.3κ

(fuchsia); κ = 87 mV/cm2. The black perimeter is the optical system
aperture, which is about 4 cm wide.

a spiral. The adiabatic decrease of k2 to k2m is required for
observing this spiral (see Fig. 3).

The angle variations are due to the variation in ωr with
r. The dependence comes from higher order terms in the
trapping potential:
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The third order term gives rise to an r dependent z equilibrium
〈z〉 = −3k3r2/(4k2). To leading order, the angular frequency
is given by
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where 〈z2〉 is the average z2 value for the cloud particles. The
variation in ωr due to �r leads to a variation in the subtended
angle on the order of one revolution after 0.1 s.

We measure ε by fitting a probability distribution to a
dataset that employs multiple k2m values. Figure 4 shows an
example with 360 total data points evenly distributed between
six different k2m values. The distribution depends on six fit
parameters: the angle θ0 and proportionality constant kθ for
the spiral θs(r) = θ0 + kθ r2, the patch field ε, the variability
of the initial cloud positions �r, and the x and y position
of the center of the trap as seen on the MCP screen. The
fit parameters are optimized to maximize the likelihood of a
dataset [52]. The detailed procedure is included in the Sup-
plemental Material [53]. An example dataset and the resulting
probability distribution are shown in Fig. 4.

The constant kθ can be calculated directly from the electro-
static fields:

kθ = 1

2

d2

dr2

∫ TD

T0

ωr (r, t )dt

∣∣∣∣
r=0

, (3)

where T0 is the time the cloud starts executing the gross
magnetron orbit, and TD = T0 + 0.1 s is the time the cloud
is released to the MCP. The frequency ωr is time dependent
because the trapping potential is morphed in preparation for
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FIG. 4. A full dataset used to measure ε at one location in the
trap. Each subplot shows 60 cloud center locations for one value of
k2m. The k2m values are listed in the caption of Fig. 3. The shaded
and outlined region is the 90% confidence interval of the probability
distribution fit to all 360 datapoints.

releasing the cloud. The calculated kθ value can only be
compared to those measured at the MCP by multiplying by a
factor of R2

B. Thus, these values can be used to calibrate RB.
The values of RB we extract from different trap locations and
different kθ values typically vary by about 5%. If we average
several datasets, we obtain RB = 10.97 with an error in the
mean of 0.17, in agreement with calculations of the fields in
the experimental apparatus. The magnetic field inside the trap
is measured precisely [39], but the magnetic field at the MCP
is influenced by the fringe fields of several magnets and some
ferromagnetic material.

To benchmark our procedures and analysis, we performed
the patch field measurement on a known, i.e. artificial, patch
potential using an azimuthally sectored electrode (see Fig. 1).
Potentials applied to such sectors have been used before
[36,49,54,55] to move nonneutral plasmas off axis in Penning-
Malmberg traps. Here, we applied a positive voltage Ve to five
of the six azimuthal sectors of a sectored electrode to confine
the cloud, and a perturbed voltage Ve + Vs to the sixth sector
to generate an artificial patch potential.

The results of the measurement of artificial patch potentials
are shown in Fig. 5. The agreement with an electrostatic
model is improved when we extend the previous linear model
to include the nonlinear relationship between δ and 1/k2m

(see the Appendix). Note that the preexisting natural patch
field, measured when Vs = 0, adds to the applied field. The
component of the natural patch field parallel to the artificial
one is inferred by changing which azimuthal segment Vs is
applied to, reversing the electric field from the artificial patch.
After accounting for nonlinearity and natural patch fields, the
measured ε values are about 23% below our expectation. The
known sources of error sum to less than 23%, as discussed in
the Supplemental Material [53]. In the Appendix we suggest
other effects that might explain this discrepancy. One of
the primary physics goals of the ALPHA experiment is to
measure the energy of the 1S–2S transition of antihydrogen.
This measurement uses a 243 nm laser with approximately
1 W of circulating power in a Fabry-Pérot cavity [26,27].
While performing these measurements, we observed that

FIG. 5. The fit value of Vs (alternately, the on-axis electric field
ε, where ε = 0.211Vs/Rw) which best matches the experimental data
versus the applied voltage Vs. For the crosses, the voltage was applied
to the sector diametrically opposed to the one used for the rest of the
data. The blue points are the fit results when using the leading order
model for the displacement δ = ε/k2. The red points are the result of
accounting for nonlinear corrections to the displacement. The dotted
line delineates perfect agreement between fit Vs and applied Vs.

several hours of exposure to ultraviolet laser light degrades the
plasma trap—the expansion rate (and consequently the heat-
ing rate) of electron and positron plasmas increases. Without
laser exposure, the trap can be operated for weeks without the
heating rate increasing. For example, a plasma prepared using
SDREVC [38] and cooled to 20 K by adiabatic expansion [56]
rises to 40 K in 10 s before laser exposure, and to 400 K in
10 s after 6 h of laser exposure. Numerous authors have previ-
ously established that asymmetric electric fields cause plasma
expansion, which converts electrostatic potential energy into
heat, thereby raising the plasma temperatures [30,57–66].
Since increased plasma temperatures decrease the number of
trapped antiatoms, it is fortunate that the trap’s performance
can be restored by letting the liquid helium that maintains the
trap’s 4 K electrodes evaporate, warming to room temperature,
then recooling.

Figure 6 shows measured ε values before laser exposure,
after 2.5 h of 1 W laser exposure, and after the trap was ther-
mally cycled. Further, Fig. 7 illustrates how higher ε values
after laser exposure are evident in cloud displacements. The
magnitude of the patch field is increased by laser exposure, but
thermally cycling the trap restores patch fields to their original
values. This seems to indicate the presence of two kinds of
patch potentials: one being an unchanging property of the

FIG. 6. The measured patch field ε as a function of axial position
in the trap before laser exposure (+), after laser exposure (©),
and after a trap warming/cooling cycle (×). The horizontal axis is
referenced to the ±14 cm marks in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7. Fit probability distributions (a) before and (b) after laser
exposure. These figures are analogous to Fig. 4 if all six datasets
shown there were plotted together along with the union of the six
90% confidence intervals. The edge of the confidence interval is
colored according to which k2m value is close to that part of the
probability distribution.

electrode surface, and a second induced by lasers which only
persists on a cold surface. Reference [6] hints at the possibility
of static charges resting on layers of cryopumped gas. Laser
light has previously been observed to induce patch potentials
in planar ion traps [7] and single-particle Penning traps [22].

During measurements of antihydrogen’s 1S–2S absorption
spectrum, antiatoms in the 2S state ionize by absorbing an ad-
ditional photon, ultimately leading to antiproton annihilation
events on the trap wall. This paper shows that there are patch
fields of sufficient magnitude to cause the antiprotons to travel
to the trap wall in a time consistent with our observations.
In ALPHA’s most recent spectral measurements of antihy-
drogen, we quickly scan the laser frequency and rely on fast
antiproton loss to confidently identify an annihilation event
with the currently applied laser frequency. This way, an entire
spectrum can be collected from multiple quick laser scans
over one sample of antiatoms, reducing the data collection
time from weeks to days.

In conclusion, a new in situ technique allows us to mea-
sure the magnitude of on-axis transverse electric fields. It is
expected to be accurate to about 10%—the known sources
of error are listed in the Supplemental Material [53]. Fur-
ther investigation is required to resolve a 23% discrepancy
in a controlled experiment where an artificially applied patch
potential was measured. However, we believe this is most
likely an issue that is unique to the artificial patch potential
or a global calibration factor. The measurement can be used
to monitor the buildup of patch potentials caused by laser
light. The technique relies on the reproducible E × B drift
motion of small electron clouds; these clouds may be useful
for other kinds of measurements in Penning-Malmberg traps
in the future.

This work was supported by: CNPq, FAPERJ, RENAFAE
(Brazil); NSERC, NRC/TRIUMF, EHPDS/EHDRS, FQRNT
(Canada); FNU (NICE Centre), Carlsberg Foundation (Den-
mark); ISF (Israel); STFC, EPSRC (UK); DOE, NSF (USA);
and VR (Sweden).

Appendix on errors in the artificial patch field measure-
ment. During measurements of the artificial patch field, the
cloud’s image charge is negligible, so the displacement δ

only depends on Vs through the ratio Vs/Ve. To linear order,

FIG. 8. A comparison between the linear relationship δ =
ε/k2m = (CVs/Ve )Rw, the nonlinear relationship δ = f (Vs/Ve )Rw,
and the measured data from three different artificial patch field
measurements: Vs = −476 mV (©), Vs = +476 mV (+), and Vs =
+476 mV applied to the diametrically opposed sector (×). In each of
the three measurements, Ve is varied, and the ordinates of each point
are the mean displacement of forty clouds. The solid black line is
the linear theory. The blue dashed line is the nonlinear prediction
δ = f (Vs/Ve )Rw where Vs/Ve < 0. The red and green dotted line
corresponds to Vs/Ve > 0.

δ = ε/k2 = (CVs/Ve )Rw, where C ≈ 0.311 in this geometry
(derived in the Supplemental Material [53]).

Aperturing and magnetic field line expansion limit the dis-
placement of the clouds we can image to δ/Rw � 0.16 � 1.
Thus, one might expect that the linear order prediction for δ

above would suffice. Experimentally, however, this prediction
is inaccurate by about 50% for the artificial patches. Hence,
we generalize to δ = f (Vs/Ve )Rw, where f is the normalized
exact location of the potential energy maximum; some prop-
erties of f (Vs/Ve ) are discussed in the Supplemental Material
[53].

Agreement with the linear theory is generally better for
natural patch potential measurements. In the Supplemental
Material [53], it is shown that the artificial patch potential’s
geometry generates unusually significant nonlinearity; ran-
dom voltage perturbations typically exhibit about three times
less nonlinearity. Further, most of the natural patch potential
measurements took place in a trap region where the wall
radius was about 50% bigger than the trap region used for
the artificial patch (see Fig. 1). Simple scaling shows that the
larger radius suppresses nonlinearities by an additional factor
of 1.5.

To test the nonlinear model, the assumption δ = ε/k2m was
replaced by δ = f (Vs/Ve )Rw in the probability distribution fit
to the data, where f is calculated using electrostatic model-
ing of this particular sectored electrode. Figure 5 shows the
measured patch fields using both models.

We also directly compare predicted and measured δ values
by finding the mean distance between each cloud’s position
on the MCP and the position on the MCP which corresponds
to the center of the trap (a parameter of the probability distri-
bution fit). The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 8.
The data in this figure are extracted from three patch field
measurements, one with positive Vs, one with negative Vs,
and one with positive Vs applied to the diametrically opposed
sector. In all three cases, observed δ values fall below the
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nonlinear prediction. Likewise, all three datasets result in a
measurement of ε which is below the prediction.

One would expect that the component of the natural patch
field parallel to the artificial patch field would increase δ when
the artificial patch field is in one direction and decrease δ

when the artificial patch field is flipped. Thus, the nonlinear
prediction, the green and red dotted line in Fig. 8, should be
between the observed δ values for the two opposing electrode
segments.

After accounting for nonlinearity and the effect of natural
patch fields, the measurements fall about 23% below our
predictions. Known errors, listed in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [53], add to about 10%. They do not entirely explain
this discrepancy, but the following three speculative ideas
might. Back of the envelope calculations and numeric sim-
ulations suggest that electrons moving between the electrodes
and the MCP follow magnetic field lines nearly perfectly.
Those field lines expand by a factor of RB, and the disagree-
ment could be explained by RB being 23% lower than the
value extracted from kθ values. However, this implies the

magnetic field magnitude at the MCP is 50% above what
modeling of the magnetic field suggests, which is unlikely.
Second, an unknown electronics mistake which produces a
voltage-divider-like decrease of Vs could explain the dis-
crepancy; the experiment has remained operational for years
and is never sufficiently disassembled such that Vs could be
directly measured on the electrode surface. Finally, the sec-
tored electrode used to create the artificial patch potential
is also used to expand and compress nonneutral plasmas.
This commonly leads to electrons, positrons, and antiprotons
striking the trap wall. Like the scattered laser beam, this
may change patch potentials, but the loss of charge might be
azimuthally symmetric. This would change the potential on
the surface of the electrode, effectively shifting Ve, without
creating a significant on-axis electric field ε. This is a par-
ticular example of a more general possible issue: the natural
patch potentials in this location might provide an unusually
large contribution to the nonlinearity in δ. Further experi-
ments will be needed to improve our understanding of this
issue.
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